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Refer a friend to ZoogVPN
 





Invite people to ZoogVPN and get
 rewarded by Premium subscription 





 Access 50+ VPN servers for free
 Let your friends use extra 1GB of bandwidth
 Invite more people and get a Premium VPN plan
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How to start?
 









Step 1: Create an account with ZoogVPN
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Signing up is quick and easy. Register for a free plan today or get a Premium ZoogVPN with our risk-free 7 days money-back guarantee.
 











Step 2: Refer anyone who needs VPN
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Refer your friends, colleagues or any person who wants to get decent VPN service. Share your unique referral link for the Rewards program. There is no limit to how many referrals you can have!
 











Step 3: Get your rewards!
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Once your invitee upgrades the subscription, you receive extra 15 days of Premium plan absolutely for free.
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Everyone you refer gets 1GB of extra bandwidth 













 









If your invitee upgrades the subscription, you receive extra 15 days of Premium Plan for free. Once you reach a checkpoint, your premium subscription is extended even more! 













 









The more invitees subscribe to Premium ZoogVPN service – the longer your Premium Plan remains active 
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Have any doubts? Try it out.
No credit card required.
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Try Premium risk-free
 





If it’s not right for you, we’ll refund you.
 











🔥  Streaming services and 1000+ unblocked sites
🔥  200+ servers across 35+ countries
🔥  Advanced security features
🔥  Protect 10 devices at a time
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7 days money-back guarantee
 




























































































